SIC Outputs Driven By GPE 2020 Objectives*

1. Strengthen sector planning
   - Knowledge & Innovation Exchange Design & Launch (KIX)

2. Mutual accountability
   - Advocacy and Social Accountability Design & Launch (ASA)
   - LEG Tools and Guidance

3. More and better financing
   - Private Sector Strategy

4. Build stronger partnership
   - Monitoring and evaluation
     - Management Actions from Results Report
     - M&E Strategy
     - Gender Strategy

* Primary link shown here, but most outputs align to multiple objectives
1. RESULT REPORT - ASSOCIATED ACTIONS
SIC feedback on Actions

• Welcome presentation of actions
• Heighten and broaden mutual accountability
• Further understand alignment outcomes
• Link actions to upcoming sector plans, grants, KIX, ASA
• Review overall process in October SIC
Decision Point:

BOD/2018/06-XX—Management and Partnership Actions in response to the Results Report: The Board of Directors:

• Reviews and concurs with the management and partnership actions for improvement outlined in BOD/2018/06-DOC 05

• Calls upon all partners to work to address key challenges according to their roles and responsibilities as outlined in this report.
2. PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
2018 Timeline and Update

- **March**
  - Roadmap

- **May**
  - Mapping

- **July**
  - Principles, Goals, Objectives
    - June 20 Webinar
    - July SIC

- **October**
  - Draft Private Sector Engagement Strategy

- **December**
  - Final Engagement Strategy
SIC feedback

- GPE 2020 on equity and learning: student participation & real learning
- Need more on mutual value proposition
- Should refer back Incheon Declaration principles
- Include cumulative record of feedback and responses from partnership
3. KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION EXCHANGE (KIX), ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY (ASA)
• **Proposed allocation** included in Financial Forecast
• For KIX: Integrated design in July / **Webinar July 10**
• For ASA: CSEF evaluated, findings integrated
• Grant agent call for interest posted, SIC to nominate **Grant Agent** in July
• **Final grant agent proposal** in October
SIC feedback

• Emphasize interlinkages between learning exchange and knowledge and innovation funds
• Thematic work iterative, responsive, flexible
• KIX must be embedded into the daily business
• Proactively manage conflict of interest
• Broader participation of Civil Society and expanded GPE footprint are critical goals
• ASA important tool to attract new entities
4. GENDER STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
Update

• Strategy implementation on-going, strong progress in output area 3: *Building capacity for gender-responsive sector analysis, planning and implementation*

• **Low Board response rates** to self-assessment of gender responsive competencies

• We are resending to you now.

Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LRJWL8Y
SIC Feedback

• **Mainstream** gender across GPE work

• **Concrete measures** that could be considered to strengthen leadership on gender equality include:
  • Gender briefing in Board member orientation
  • New Chair and committee member orientation,
  • Standing agenda item on Board/Committee
Thank you
LOCAL EDUCATION GROUPS
Update

• Approach to develop effectiveness principles, operational guidance, and practical tools discussed by committee in March

• Guidance development on-going, informed by work on Efficient and Effective Partnerships

• Update will come to the SIC in October
There is a need to take GA, CA and LEG functions as an integrated whole, these are the three parts of the operational model in country.

Reinforce close link with outcomes of the effective and efficient partnership review

Ensure the whatever is developed can be tailored to be context specific.

Make clear the objective of LEG-related documentation: for whom, for what purpose, and what audience.